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n April 15, 2013, the world stood shocked 
as it watched the aftermath of two bomb 
explosions at the finish line of the Boston 
Marathon. Unfortunately, the Boston 

bombing was not the only act of terrorism that day. 
iraq was riddled by a string of attacks in anticipation 
of its elections, and there were other incidents around 
the globe. terrorism is not going away any time soon. 

individual nations continue to place terrorism at 
the forefront of national security concerns. Fighting 
terrorism, though, does not stop at national borders. 
international organizations play a key role in creating 
a framework in which nations can operate. Like many 
other organizations, NAto placed combating terror-
ism at the top of its priority list since the September 
11, 2001, attacks.

in addition to operational missions, such as 
operation Active endeavor, NAto has another tool 
at its disposal to help understand the threat posed by 
terrorism: the centre of excellence Defence Against 
terrorism (coe-DAt). this unique organization, 
tailored to study all facets of terrorism, is part of 
a broader network of centres that provides unique 
expertise for the Alliance. But before elaborating 
on coe-DAt’s efforts, it is necessary to understand 
just how these centres of excellence are positioned to 
develop their expertise.

putting coes on the map
in 2002, NAto decided to create and promote 
a series of centres of excellence (coe). the goal 
was for the coes to focus on a specific subject and 
develop critical expertise within the respective insti-
tution for the benefit of the entire Alliance. Using 
powers vested in the Paris Protocols of 1952, NAto 
authorized the establishment and accreditation of 
these centres as international Military organizations 
(iMo). A unique aspect of NAto’s network of coes 
is that they do not formally sit within the NAto 
command Structure (NcS). rather, they constitute 
a much larger network of affiliations that exchange 
information while maintaining independence from 
influence by any one nation or organization. 

Since NAto-accredited coes do not receive 
funding directly from the Alliance, they are financed 
by contributions directly from NAto members that 
voluntarily participate in the particular coe. this 
detail is important because only the consensus of 
the nations participating in the coe is necessary 
for the accomplishment of its mission. the coes 

follow NAto protocol and work for the benefit of 
the Alliance, but their organizational structure allows 
them a certain freedom of movement not necessarily 
present in other NAto groupings. coes are built 
around a framework nation that volunteers to host 
and lead the coe. other nations that join a coe 
are called sponsoring nations. in both cases, NAto 
membership is a prerequisite. there are currently 18 
fully accredited NAto coes, with several others in 
the process of accreditation.1

the mission of coe-dat
Soon after NAto’s decision to create a network of 
coes, the republic of turkey volunteered to host a 
centre focused on the study of terrorism. Given its 
long-standing, multidimensional struggle against 
terrorism, turkey declared its intention in 2003 to 
create the centre of excellence Defence Against 
terrorism in Ankara. three years later, NAto 
accredited coe-DAt and granted it iMo status. 
turkey, the framework nation, was joined by the 

following sponsoring nations: Bulgaria, Germany, 
Hungary, the Netherlands, romania, the United 
Kingdom and the United States. 

Since its founding, coe-DAt’s mission has been 
to provide terrorism-related subject matter expertise, 
principally at the strategic and operational level. it 
takes a holistic approach to terrorism and breaks it 
down into individual facets such as legal, financial 
and cyber. the centre’s chief activities include educa-
tion and training of NAto and partner personnel, 

Visitors to Boston’s Copley Square look at a memorial to victims of 
the April 2013 Boston Marathon bombing.
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concept and doctrine development, and contri-
butions to the NAto Lessons Learned process.

A turkish Army colonel serves as 
coe-DAt’s director, and a U.S. Air Force 
colonel is the deputy. the coe has four main 
departments: education and training, trans-
formation, capabilities and support. As of May 
2013, the coe-DAt had 56 full-time person-
nel, 47 from turkey and the remainder from 
sponsoring nations. Not only is coe-DAt 
multinational, it is also joint and comprehen-
sive, with all military services represented. 
there is a large civilian cadre at coe-DAt, 
as well as representation from the turkish 
gendarmerie and the royal Netherlands 
Marechaussee. 

Since coe-DAt and all other coes sit 
outside the NcS, it maintains a functional 
relationship with all NAto agencies including 
Allied command transformation, which coor-
dinates activities between the coes and acts 
as the agent of the accreditation process. the 
relationship between coe-DAt and NAto 
headquarters highlights another unique bond 
in NAto’s counterterrorism efforts. NAto’s 
lead agency for counterterrorism policy is the 
counterterrorism Section of the emerging 
Security challenges Division (eScD) within the 
international Staff. coe-DAt coordinates with 
the eScD to ensure all activities are aligned 
with NAto objectives. Given the flexible nature 
of coes, the centre also maintains strong 
relationships with other academic institutions, 
think tanks and government agencies that study 
or promote policies addressing terrorism and 

its impact on society.
Since 2005, coe-DAt 

has conducted more than 
135 activities in the educa-
tion and training domain. 
classes typically last one week 
and are tailored toward major 
(oF-3) to colonel (oF-5) 
grade officers, or their civilian 
equivalents, who work in the 
DAt domain in their govern-

ments. course participants come from NAto 
countries and partner nations through the 
Partnership for Peace, Mediterranean Dialogue 
and istanbul cooperation initiative programs. 
examples of courses include “Defence Against 
Suicide Bombing,” “terrorism and the Media” 
and “Fighting the Financial Dimensions of 
terrorism.” NAto has fully accredited many 
courses and considers them valuable training 
for key Alliance positions.  

An Iraqi boy looks 
at the remains 
of vehicles 
destroyed in a 
terrorist bombing 
near Baghdad in 
April 2013. 
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the second most important activity at 
coe-DAt is the workshops. they provide the 
coe flexibility to focus on the needs and trends 
within the DAt field and serve as one of the 
principal venues for coe-DAt’s contribution 
to NAto’s transformation efforts. coe-DAt 
workshops typically last two to three days and 
bring world-renowned experts together in one 
room to discuss, debate and identify paths forward 
on the latest trends within a particular theme or 
subject. in 2012, for example, coe-DAt hosted 
workshops on “WMD terrorism” and “Air oriented 
terrorism.” in 2013, this trend continues with 
topics such as “recruitment and root causes 
of terrorism” and “challenges of interagency 
cooperation in the DAt.”

Not only does coe-DAt coordinate with 
NAto Headquarters’ eScD on overall counterter-
rorism policy, they also partners with the section on 
specific training and advanced research initiatives. 
this partnership is administered through an activ-
ity known as NAto’s Science for Peace and Security 
(SPS) program.2 the agenda of SPS includes priori-
ties set by the Alliance for specific research require-
ments, with the goal of integrating partner nation 
contributions into the process from the beginning.

coe-DAt often applies for SPS grants in areas 
of mutual interest in the counterterrorism domain. 
these typically take the form of “Advanced 
training courses” (Atc) and “Advanced research 
Workshops” (ArW). Atcs are mobile training 
teams that focus on building specific capacities in 
NAto partner countries. to date, coe-DAt has 
conducted 14 Atcs since 2007 in europe, North 
Africa, the Middle east and central Asia. the 
ArWs are similar to coe-DAt workshops but 
meet the need of a specific high-priority research 
area for the Alliance. Unique to NAto ArWs is 
that they publish books that detail findings and 
results of the workshops.

in addition to courses, workshops and mobile 
training, coe-DAt periodically conducts symposia 
and conferences dealing with terrorism trends. 
Finally, coe-DAt contributes to NAto’s online 
education and training efforts by hosting three 
courses specific to the study of terrorism for all 
eligible users. 

the centre is equally engaged in broader 
efforts within the Alliance. coe-DAt recently 
partnered in writing a new counterinsurgency 
doctrine for NAto that takes advantage of the 
wealth of information acquired during contin-
gency operations of the past several years. in 
addition, coe-DAt is exploring the possibility of 
contributing to Allied command transformation’s 
recent education & training initiatives by 

assuming the “department head” role within the 
counterterrorism education & training domain.  
this potential new role will give coe-DAt the 
responsibility to translate established NAto 
education & training counterterrorism require-
ments into a coherent training plan for the entire 
Alliance.

Several other key activities round out 
coe-DAt’s mission. the centre serves as a coor-
dination and administration agent for the turkish 
Army-hosted course “NAto tactical operations 
in a High ieD threat environment.” it is offered 
at the turkish Army engineering School in izmir, 
turkey, and is tailored for unit-level training for 
nations contributing to the international Security 
Assistance Force.

coe-DAt runs a small cell devoted to track-
ing global terrorism. Using open-source data, the 
team scours available sources to compile daily, 
monthly and yearly totals of terrorist activity and 
then distributes the data around the globe. the 
findings are published in coe-DAt’s quarterly 
newsletter. Finally, coe-DAt publishes its own 
journal on the study of terrorism called Defence 
Against Terrorism Review. the academic journal is 
published twice a year and includes articles from 
academic, military and policy circles. the newslet-
ter and journal copies can be downloaded from 
the coe-DAt website (www.coedat.nato.int). 

the future of coe-dat
As terrorism is sure to be part of the security 
environment in the near future, coe-DAt’s work-
load will continue to grow. the centre is currently 
shaping and refining its Program of Work for 
2014, to be completed by November 2013. current 
fiscal realities necessitate that all institutions find 
unique and efficient ways to allocate and spend 
their nations’ funds. to do its part, coe-DAt 
will continue to reach out and form relationships 
worldwide with like-minded institutions. this is 
done not only to expand networks but to avoid 
duplication of effort. 

Finally, the coe-DAt leadership is keen to 
re-emphasize workshops offered at the centre. the 
staff will continue to scour the field to find innova-
tive topics for future workshops. this helps ensure 
that coe-DAt stays on the cutting edge of the 
ever-adapting terrorist threat. However the terror-
ist threat evolves in the future, coe-DAt will be 
there to help Alliance members defend themselves 
against this menace.  o

1. Go to the Allied command transformation website for a more complete 
discussion of NAto’s network of centres of excellence, at http://www.act.
nato.int/general-info/centres-of-excellence.
2. For a complete description of the Science for Peace and Security program, 
visit its website at http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natolive/78209.htm.


